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West is Best!
...are you ready to find your perfect yoga class?
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‘find your
perfect class’
***
THE ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO YOGA
IN PERTH!

PRACTICE AMIDST
HANGING PLANTS AT
THE YOGA HUB

ENJOY A CUP OF
HOME MADE CHAI AT
SAGE YOGA IN COMO

GET YOUR YOGA/
PILATES COMBO AT
YOGA HARMONY

BEST of YOGA

The most remote city on earth - with a vibrant, buzzing yoga scene!

How do you find your perfect class?
The yoga world is just so complex. Some studios offer more than 300
classes every week, some others 20 different yoga styles. We know from
choosing mobile network operators and cereal brands: The more choice,
the trickier it gets. And yes, it’s annoying. Frustrating, exhausting.
Because there’s hardly anything as rewarding as a perfect yoga practice. A
practice that meets you where you are, challenges you without being too
demanding, that leaves you refreshed, energised and ready to seize life.
That’s what a perfect practice does: Accompany you off the mat.

Some studios offer
more than 300
classes a week,
some others more
than 20 different
yoga styles. How
do you find your
perfect class?
!2
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So you want this “yoga glow” - but how and where
can you find the class that will make it happen?

BEST of YOGA guides
Our guides will tell you about yoga classes, chanting,
meditation, wherever you are. So that you can ‘find your
perfect class’ - the class that is perfect for you. We save
you the 5am wake up call, we save you the trouble of trying out
dozens of studios. We’ve done it all for you. We’ve reviewed
hundreds of classes, emptied an equal number of water bottles,
finished two body sprays and paid three parking tickets. We
chatted with hundreds of committed local yogis to find out
about their perfect yoga spots. We only survived all those early
wake up calls thanks to an endless supply of coconut water but we’ve done it!

PERTH

In this guide:
6 months research,
countless classes,
2 body sprays &
3 parking tickets

We didn’t accept any freebies for positive reviews. We checked
out every studio in person. We simply tell it as we see it - in our
BEST of YOGA Perth.
If you want to get an overview of studios in your home town,
you are travelling and don’t know the local yoga scene, or you’re
looking for something in particular, such as kids classes,
chanting, vigorous and physically demanding classes, yoga
philosophy lectures - we’ve got you covered.
You can find your class by looking for a particular yoga style, or
you can simply check out some of the fun categories, such as
location, location!, most authentic, great beginners choice, or
life-long learning. Make sure to have a look at Perth’s most
unusual yoga experiences in our 10 TOP PICKS.
You can find studio profile pages with contact details and
directions at the end of this guide (all links are active).
We hope you enjoy your BEST of YOGA Perth.
If you have any editorial comments or would like to learn more
about our guides and how to market your studio, get in touch!
For more yoga inspiration, check out andrealeber.com and join thousands of other followers!

Andrea Yvonne Leber
Journalist & Yoga Instructor

We were admiring the
thoughtful interior design
at Sage Yoga, taking a
sneak peek at Yoga
Alchemy’s intriguing book
shelf and we checked out
Tamara Yoga’s extensive
yoga shop stuffed with
likely (and unlikely)
wonderful finds...
(from top)
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Our 10 TOP PICKS

A list of unusual yoga experiences - we believe that if something is extraordinarily
different it deserves mentioning. Use this list as a starting point and keep exploring!
• Try the oh-so-yummy Roll & Release class at The Yoga Vine, the Lemon Jello Roll & Release
class at the Yoga Hub and Yoga Om’s Roll & Restore class - tensions, anyone?
• Finally figure out what Knoff Yoga is all about, under the eyes of the relentless, experienced and
ever smiling Tatjana at Yoga Harmony
• Finish up your last postures while looking forward to sharing the delicious home made chai
that's brewing - every morning at Sage Ashtanga Yoga
• Watch toddlers potter around in the backyard while you stretch on your mat, remembering to
bring playfulness to your practice, during Yogaworx’ classes at the Cottesloe centre
• Dress in purple and rock your asanas to Prince tunes - at Yoga Hub’s Prince tribute class.
Missed it? Check out the inspiring events and workshop list
• Be overwhelmed - and then enjoy the choice! - when browsing through the vast range of
workshops and events held at Tamara Yoga’s three locations
• Practice with view on a huge ‘Namaste’ graffiti (or a lush garden in summer, when the doors
are open), and immerse yourself in a slow but tough Power Vinyasa class at Beyondbeing
• Enter a welcoming yoga shala lit by Himalayan salt lamps and listen to the Indian teachers at
Yoga Om who really know how to pronounce those asana names
• Seize the day with Yoga Alchemy’s popular Rise + Shine class starting at, exactly, 6.30am (or
8am on a Saturday, if you prefer) - or yoga at home with Amanda Noga’s practice videos
• Intrigued by Iyengar yoga, but not sure you’ll be able to stomach the long-held postures and
juggle all those props at the same time? Try the foundation beginners course at Yoga West, a
local institution - and one of the most accessible studios we’ve ever come across

What’s in this BEST of YOGA guide:
‘find your perfect class’ by Yoga Style * Page 6

BEST of YOGA research - Studio Reviews (A-Z) * Page 8
‘find your perfect class’ by Personal Preference * Page 30
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yoga styles explained * Page 31
Yoga studio profiles and contact details * Page 33
About BEST of YOGA / Impressum * Page 38
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‘find your perfect class’
by Yoga Style
*Ashtanga*
8 Limbs (page 7)
Sage Yoga (page 12)
The Yoga Space (page 16)
The Yoga Vine (page 18)
Yoga Harmony (page 21)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
Yoga Om (page 24)
*Hatha*

We were joining the crowds at
Yoga Vine’s popular lunchtime
CBD class; checked out The Yoga
Space’s new Maylands studio
(yes, it has a chimney!); and then
admired the hanging plants at
funky Mt Hawthorn Yoga Hub
(from top)

Yoga Harmony (Knoff yoga) (page 21)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
*Iyengar*
North Perth Yoga Room (page 10)
Yoga West (page 25)
*Kids classes*
Tamara Yoga (page 14)
The Yoga Space (page 16)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
Yoga West (page 25)
Yogaworx (page 27)
*Meditation/Nidra*
8 Limbs (page 7)
Tamara Yoga (page 14)
The Yoga Space (page 16)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
*Pre/Postnatal*
8 Limbs (page 7)
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Tamara Yoga (page 14)
The Yoga Space (page 16)
Yoga Harmony (page 21)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
*Vinyasa/Dynamic*
Beyondbeing Yoga (page 9)
Power Living (page 11)
Sage Yoga (page 12)
Tamara Yoga (page 14)
The Yoga Space (page 16)
The Yoga Vine (page 18)
Yoga Alchemy (page 20)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
Yoga Om (page 24)
Yogaworx (page 27)
*Vinyasa (warm-hot)*

The Yoga Space (page 16)

We felt inspired by the
wonderfully inclusive and
welcoming crowd at the North
Perth Yoga Room and were
impressed by classes running
over at Yogaworx - because no
one wants to leave! And just
when research was about to
finish we encountered a real
challenge: a Knoff yoga class at
Yoga Harmony, where owner
Tatjana also teaches Pilates

The Yoga Vine (page 18)

(from top)

Power Living (page 11)
*Yin*
8 Limbs (page 7)
Beyondbeing Yoga (page 9)
Power Living (page 11)
Tamara Yoga (page 14)

Yoga Alchemy (page 20)
Yoga Harmony (page 21)
Yoga Hub (page 22)
Yoga Om (page 24)
Yogaworx (page 27)
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BEST of YOGA Research: Studio Reviews
8 Limbs
Why go?
Practise at a studio that focuses purely on traditional Ashtanga yoga; enjoy the shala-like
atmosphere; dive deeper into the world of Ashtanga; benefit from the wealth of online learning
materials, ready for you to study and download any time
What’s the vibe?
Set back from the street, this light-filled studio with wooden floors and whitewashed walls is just
so welcoming. Through the back door you can glimpse the greenery and feel how the huge ceiling
fans shift air across your sweaty body in savasana - a welcome change from the icy airconditioning blast! Does it feel a litte bit like India? It certainly does. Students love ‘the very
personal feel; it’s all about a student’s personal
practice’ and appreciate how the teachings ‘remain
true to the practice’. The focus here is on Ashtanga
yoga, but there’s a lot of variety to it.
We loved the Guided/Self Practice with Liz
Arangio whose ‘guidance is exceptional; she
understands every step of development I’m going
through and makes me feel comfortable’. It’s a real
feat, teaching a led class while monitoring those
Gregor Maehle, practitioner of 4 decades
yogis who do their self practice at the same time.
She’s able to come up with variations for postures
on the spot - no waiting for others to finish postures that are still out of reach. Oh and we have to
mention Liz’ wonderful chanting voice (be prepared to hum a few tunes!).
Christa Bole’s beginners course
is just the right thing if you’ve
felt intimidated by the series in
the past. She’s ‘encouraging and
welcoming’ and will always
allow adaptations to
accommodate your body and
previous injuries.
Among the studio’s most
popular classes is Carmela’s
Lacey’s Fun Flow class (last
Tuesday of each month):
Students rate her as ‘very
experienced, welcoming and
calm’ and appreciate that ‘she
sees to everyone’s needs, not
just those of advanced people’.
The airy and spacious yoga shala in Leederville
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It’s the perfect class if you want someone to spot you as she’s ‘very specific about techniques’ and
‘encourages students to be the best yoga practitioner they can be’; rest assured that ‘even in a
fast-paced class she manages to focus on details’.
But the Leederville studio is actually part of a much wider yoga network:
Founders Gregor Maehle and Monica Gauci (‘the fairest teacher I’ve ever met: She goes out of
her way to spend time with everyone, also with the quieter people who don’t seek attention’)
now spend most of their time away from city life in order to further their practice, and 8 Limbs
offers courses and workshops in various locations: There are annual 200 and 300 hour
immersions held in Bali as well as a one-week retreat in Byron Bay. Gregor and Monica also travel
three times per year to Perth to continue the teacher training there.

Just about the perfect spot to immerse yourself in a daily yoga practice...
Keep an eye on the website for upcoming events, among them the workshop ‘The Breath of Yoga
– Pranayama and Kriya’ with Gregor in August. And yes, it’s an Ashtanga yoga school but there’s
a regular Yin class, a Prenatal class on Saturday and Pranayama and Meditation on Sunday.
What’s on offer? Ashtanga (also Beginners Courses), Vinyasa, Pranayama and Meditation, Yin,
Prenatal, Workshops, Retreats, Teacher Training Courses
Listed in: Ashtanga, Meditation/Nidra, Pre/Postnatal, Yin; “Most relaxing”, “Most authentic”,
“Great beginners choice”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs”
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Beyondbeing Yoga
Why go?
Enjoy classes that will really make you work those muscles - but you won’t drip on your mat or
drop down feeling depleted. It’s all about intelligent ways of working the muscles and tissues, in a
slow, controlled and lasting way. You’ll be surprised how much you’ve done without noticing it!
What’s the vibe?
This studio in the heart of trendy Subi has
deep Power Vinyasa roots but the timetable
offers so much more than that: There’s a Yin
class as well as classes focusing on core work,
alignment and the foundations of the practice.
Just for the fun of it, there’s also one labelled
‘Power Play’ on Friday night where you can
strike a down dog to playful tunes and say ‘hi’
to the weekend ahead!
Owner Hayley Schmidt is the kind of person
who makes you immediately feel comfortable.
We loved her Power Vinyasa class, a slow but
strong class that makes you work hard - but
not in a rushed way. She’s ‘very specific’ in
her teaching and ‘makes it SO difficult, but in
a good, enjoyable way’. There is time to really
explore the postures and the feelings they
generate within. Hayley perfectly times things, but it’s not staged - ‘no class is ever the same’.
Students rate her as ‘inspiring’ and love how she makes ‘classes just flow so beautifully’. There’s
just the right mix of effort and relaxation so that you’ll leave sweaty but oh-so-relaxed.
Students love ‘the intimate feel of the studio’ which ‘allows you to really go into yourself and
focus on your breath and your practice’. There’s a ‘calm vibe’ and it’s a ‘nice, relaxed place’. The
studio offers everything you’d expect but the real eye catcher is the roller door at the back of the
yoga room: Opened during summer, it lets you contemplate everything that sprouts in the garden
at the back. Closed, it reveals a funky ‘Namaste’ graffiti. The ceiling is covered in squares of white
tissue, hanging down in little pouches, like hammocks - it feels like you’re up in the clouds!
Other favourite teachers include Sava Papos who is ‘very technical and physical’, and while his
classes ‘can be hard’ students ‘love the flow of them’. There is a ‘wonderful calmness’ about him,
he ‘generates a good atmosphere in class’ and ‘gives great personal attention’. Students also love
Sophie Ntoumenopoulos’ teaching style: She ‘comes up with new things all the time’, ‘mixes
things up’ and classes are ‘paced very well’. Keep checking the website as the timetable will see
some new additions soon. If you’re interested in practising further away and escaping the Aussie
winter, there are Thailand and Bali retreats coming up.
What’s on offer? Power Vinyasa, Vinyasa Align, Vinyasa Basics, Core Vinyasa, Yin
Listed in: Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin; “For advanced yogis and teachers”, “Location, location!”,
“Power class”
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North Perth Yoga Room
Why go?
Feel embraced by this tight-knit community of yogis who have been coming here for over a
decade. Be aware: you might just never want to leave
What’s the vibe?
This ‘very personalised’ Iyengar school has been
around since 1999 and relies on a friendly crowd of
regulars: ‘I’ve been coming for 16 years. The
traditional aspects and the philosophy make me come
back.’ Students agree that ‘this place calms my mind’
and that teachers ‘give you space and the time you
need; you’re encouraged just to be yourself’.
And it’s true: You walk in and just feel welcomed. It’s
almost like entering someone’s home: There’s a large
kitchen and sitting area with bookshelves, and a few
stairs bring you right to the light-filled yoga room. If
this studio was a personal item you’d describe it as
well-loved.
Students ‘love the consistency in teaching across all
classes and teachers’, ensuring that you can show up
to any class and feel like it’s a good fit.

Yogis here rise early - good morning!

We loved Fay Burthem’s open class - she’s ‘great at handling students with a very wide range of
skills’, will adapt the class to suit absolutely everyone and she’s not afraid of making use of props
and getting everyone to do a different variation. She miraculously keeps it all together so it never
feels like everyone’s just doing their own thing. Her radiant smile makes yoga simply fun; you
really couldn't be more encouraging as a teacher - and she spots you at the far end of the room!
Much-loved are the studio’s intensives: Katrina Robertson does ‘great intensives for women’,
with a ‘focus on post-menopausal
work’ and has a ‘marked interest in
yoga for mature women’. Male
yogis we spoke with are fan of Ross
Paris and his ‘great sense of
humour’.
This really is a lovely place to do
yoga - students here even pick up
each other’s props after class!
What’s on offer? Iyengar (also
Beginners Courses); workshops
Listed in: Iyengar; “Most relaxing”,
“Most authentic”, “Great beginners
choice”, “A community”
Learning the ropes of Iyengar yoga
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Power Living
Why go?
This is probably as sweaty as it gets in Perth, and there’s everything you’d expect of Power Living:
Heated Vinyasa, Hot Yoga, classes with music - and of course relaxing Yin to decompress
What’s the vibe?
Here you’ll find a committed tribe of yogis who know exactly what type of yoga they want - and
who value a studio that provides all the necessary facilities: heated studios, plenty of showers,
large changing rooms and spick-and-span mats (cleaned after every single sweaty session).
If you’ve been practising at Power Living
before you’ll appreciate the homely feeling
and consistency in terms of offering. But there’s a difference: This studio is located
in a really cool 19th century Baptist
church (including the original
floorboards) and is rated for its ‘lovely
energy’; you really can’t miss it when
driving past. Note: If the North Perth
studio is a bit of a stretch to get to, there’s
another ‘very large, open and spacious’
studio in Myaree.
Classes on offer are heated Vinyasa, Hot
Yoga, Yin and classes with music or
The gorgeous shop at the North Perth studio...
guided meditation. North Perth is a
popular studio and classes are busy, but
students love the buzzing vibe at this ‘very welcoming studio’ and that ‘teachers share their own
experiences and stories and focus on what is going on mentally during class’.
Favourite teachers include the ‘very encouraging’
Shawn Taylor who ‘knows exactly what he’s doing’
and ‘always finds humour in everything’. Sam
‘pushes you - but there’s always the option to stay at
your comfortable level and in your space’; his
teaching is rated as ‘challenging in the way that he
makes you aware of how you can potentially selfsabotage’. Nadine Warbrick’s classes are ‘centred
around your wellbeing’ and she ‘always finds
modifications and is able to focus on your particular
injuries’. The ‘very thorough’ Bhavna Patel-Dyer has
‘a strong focus on the physical practice and tailored
adjustments’.

...and its spacious changing rooms

What’s on offer? Hot Yoga, Vinyasa, Heated
Vinyasa, Yin, Heated Vinyasa with music or guided meditation; workshops
Listed in: Vinyasa/Dynamic, Vinyasa (warm-hot), Yin; “Power class”
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Sage Yoga
Why go?
To finally get to know the Ashtanga yoga series, benefiting from small groups in an intimate and
personalised setting; to connect with a great community and refuel after a sweaty practice with
oh-so-yummy home-made chai
What’s the vibe?
This superb new Como studio looks like
it’s the work of an interior designer: Since
its opening in February 2016 the studio
has attracted a sizeable crowd of
students, some of which have been
studying with owner Dana Longton
previously and value her ‘caring and
thoughtful’ approach.

Ganesha, overlooking your practice.

And it’s true: If you’ve experienced
Ashtanga taught in a way that encourages
you to go beyond your limits to make the
series work for you, leaving all
mindfulness behind, then you’ll be happy
to hear that Dana won’t have any of this.

Yes, it’s the traditional Ashtanga method, but there’s room to explore and adapt: Dana’s caring
teaching style means that she ‘knows how far she can go with each individual as well as each
and everyone’s limits’. Classes are thoughtfully designed and often start with different things to
explore such as new techniques or breathing exercises. Students love that ‘she’s very
compassionate and really cares’. There is no pressure and Dana is a gentle teacher, however, she
‘also knows when to challenge
you’. One student summarises:
‘She knows what she’s doing and I’m pretty fussy about these
things, I’m a dancer!’
When we visited the timetable
was still evolving (keep an eye on
new classes being added!) but
among regular teachers students
also love Liz Arangio whose
classes ‘never feel rushed’ and
who is devoted to chanting. ’I just
love her voice’, one student says.
So come along, hum along!
It’s a ‘lovely space’, with a
dedicated chai tea corner (homemade chai after class!), a
meditation corner and two

Just roll out your mat!
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separate - but linked - yoga rooms, and a shower. Particularly striking is the attention to detail colours, textures, light, ambience, a play of turquoise, blue, green and the light that shines
through the huge front windows. There’s even a shop that stocks neti pots and tongue cleaners.
Students say that ‘it’s just SO beautiful’, and that this is ‘just the perfect yoga studio’. It is indeed
beautifully fitted out and a
‘lovely space to be in’.
Pick your favourite: There
are Mysore classes, Talk
Thru classes (if you can’t
remember the series or
forgot your yoga poster), a
dedicated beginners
course, a class with music,
and a restorative class. If
you want to deepen your
knowledge and focus on
one topic only, try the
monthly ‘Lab’ sessions with wide-ranging topics,
from kriyas to jump backs.
Overall, it’s a place where
you come for a class and
find that you’re leaving
three hours and several
cups of chai tea later.
The studio’s dedicated reading and meditation corner

Where did the time go?

What’s on offer? Mysore, Ashtanga (also Beginners Courses), Ground & Restore, Flow (with
music); mentoring programs, workshops
Listed in: Ashtanga, Vinyasa/Dynamic; “Most relaxing”, “For advanced yogis and teachers”,
“Great beginners choice”, “Life-long learning”, “A community”
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Tamara Yoga
Why go?
Amazing choice of yoga class times and styles in three locations; extensive workshop offering;
enjoy practising in a former art gallery at the Claremont studio and then browse the lovingly
arranged shop after class
What’s the vibe?
Do you remember those studios where you felt like a failure because everyone pretended to be so
perfect? Well, this won’t happen here. Here it’s all about friendly faces and a loving, caring vibe.

The friendly crowd of teachers at Tamara Yoga
Most teachers here are graduates of the studio’s extensive teacher training program, ensuring that
you’ll get a consistent style, adjustments and teaching methods across all three studio locations in
Claremont, Bibra Lake and Fremantle. It simply means that if you like the ‘fabulous’ Tamara
Graham’s teaching style, no other class will leave you disappointed - and there are many, with
students commenting on the ‘number of options on the timetable’.
Teachings here are rooted in ISHTA Yoga (the Integrated Science of Hatha, Tantra and
Ayurveda). We particularly liked Tamara Graham’s gentle and welcoming All Levels class, which
opened with a story around a theme that then runs throughout class and is explored further while
moving through asanas. Tamara is approachable and real - she talks about personal experiences
and how she draws on her yoga practice to handle particular situations. Students love that it’s ‘not
just about poses’; ‘the poses for her are just a way of accessing the holistic side of yoga’. There is
a ‘strong emphasis on the spiritual in class’ and students ‘love her wisdom’.

Enjoy class - and then pick up a few things you didn’t know you wanted from the shop...
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If you’re after a class that’s like a balm for the soul, try Caroline Hayers’ classes in Fremantle. The
very soothing, calm instructions and both relaxing and invigorating poses, peppered with doses of
yoga wisdom, will provide you with a refreshingly new perspective on things.
The studio feels like ‘a retreat for body and mind’ and the ‘classes here have everything: I feel
like I’ve had a workout and feel relaxed’. Favourite teachers include Annie Hesford who is ‘very
accepting, gentle, wise and open’ and students appreciate her ‘calm, gentle presence’. With Julie
Dulaney ‘it’s about yoga for yourself, it’s about taking yourself to your own boundaries’ and in
Carol Hicks’ Yin classes ‘you just get that deeper stretch, it’s such a great Friday afternoon tonic
after a busy week’; ‘she’s gorgeous, genuine, and caring’.
There is a ‘beautiful community’ at the studios, which also extends to the regular weekend
retreats: ‘I originally just wanted to get away from the city on my own to get a bit bendy. But
what I came home with was something much more special [...] If I had known that I would come
away from that retreat with a new and more positive perspective on life, I would have given
myself the gift of these classes much earlier’.
Apart from the usual suspects, there’s an interesting variety of classes, among them Vinyasa over
50s and Yoga Therapy. ‘When I came here I wanted to try out a few studios but after Tamara’s
class I just never left’, summarises one student.
What’s on offer? Beginners, Vinyasa (also: Over 50s), Restorative, Express, Yoga Therapy, Yin,
Meditation; extensive list of workshops and courses in three different locations
Listed in: Kids classes, Meditation/Nidra, Pre/Postnatal, Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin; “Largest
offering”, “A community”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs”
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The Yoga Space
Why go?
This growing Ashtanga studio almost certainly has a location near you; join the crowds for the
popular early morning Mysore practice and take advantage of the extensive pregnancy and
parents yoga offering
What’s the vibe?
It’s an Ashtanga yoga studio (or should we say “studios” with its three locations in West Perth,
Maylands, and Sorrento?) but the crowd here is much more diversified than you’d think. It really
is a reflection of the timetable: Yes, you’ll find Ashtanga and Mysore classes here, but also Yin,
Pregnancy, Core, Vinyasa, Mindfulness and Yin/Yang classes as well as Yoga for Pain classes;
students simply ‘love the variety’. Take some time to explore the timetable and look at the
different locations!
We loved Laila Mahmud’s sweaty and challenging Vinyasa class, which was well-structured,
working towards one highlight posture by exploring the various physical aspects in different
postures leading up to it. Students praise her ‘very hands on adjustments’, her ‘great technique
when adjusting’ and ‘trust her a lot’.
Kylie Lee’s Core class is ‘dynamic but meditative at the same time’ because ‘she always brings
the core work back to working with the bandhas’. Make sure you stay for Karen Green’s soothing
relaxation class; it’s just perfect afterwards.
Karen is a yoga teacher and yoga therapist
and her warm and welcoming character
ensures that even newbies feel an instant
sense of connectedness in her class.

Like living room practice - just better!

Students also enjoy practising with Rob
Schütze who ‘adapts instructions to male/
female bodies’, who ‘can instruct both
beginners and very advanced students’ and
gives ‘very, very careful and mindful
adjustments’. Stephen Byrne is rated as
‘great for beginners’: he ‘explains very well’
and ‘wants you to understand why you’re
doing what you’re doing and why the series
was designed the way it is’. Gelina Brady’s
Sunday night Yin class by candlelight feels
‘great after a busy weekend’; Michelle
Papa’s students appreciate her ‘calm voice’
when teaching.

The Maylands studio has a chimney (it’s
almost like entering someone’s home) and
very high ceilings - chanting OMs here means they get an extra boost! In West Perth you’ll find an
altar, photos of Sharath and Guruji - but otherwise it’s a clear and clutter-free space (just the way
it should be, some of you may say!). There are high-quality mats, so there’s no need to bring your
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Good morning West Perth!

own, and probably as many props as you’d expect at an Iyengar studio, testimony to the variety of
classes.
Keep an eye on the website: the newest studio addition, Sorrento, is currently still located at its
temporary home by the sea, the Sorrento Surf Life Saving Club. The main teacher here, Odette
Beswick, receives raving reviews so make sure you check out her classes if you’re up north. It’s
‘impressive to watch her practice’, but Odette is also a ‘very kind teacher’ who ‘always asks for
feedback from students’ and is ‘very good at explaining’. Odette ‘makes you feel like you’ve
achieved something’ and ‘really works with you and gives guidance instead of just teaching her
prepared class’; ‘she’s the best’, summarises one student.
‘I practised elsewhere before but they really lifted my game when I wanted something more’.
What’s on offer? Mysore, Ashtanga (also Beginners Courses), Core, Kids, Vinyasa, Yin, Yin/
Yang; courses: Kids, Mindfulness, Parents & Pregnancy and Yoga for Pain; retreats and
workshops
Listed in: Ashtanga, Kids classes, Meditation/Nidra, Pre/Postnatal, Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin;
“Great beginners choice”, “Location, location!”, “Life-long learning”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums &
Bubs”
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The Yoga Vine
Why go?
Practise at Perth’s most central yoga studio; just step off busy St Georges Terrace into this inner
city oasis: It really is the perfect pre- or post work yoga spot. Want yoga in between work? Then
don’t miss the popular lunchtime classes
What’s the vibe?
These guys at this ‘inclusive’ studio make yoga work for your schedule and recognise that modern
yogis are busy people, often with full-time jobs. They won’t insist on 5am wake up calls and if you
can only squeeze in 45min over lunch, well, that’s fine, too. The point is that you’ve done
something for your health! But don’t think they’re letting you off the hook: Lunchtime classes are
packed with postures and you’ll be surprised how hard you can work in just 45 minutes.

Calm and cool - even during sweltering Perth summers
We enjoyed Donna Buchanan’s Lunchtime Express class: It’s a really superb quick lunchtime fix,
leaving you 15 minutes to get there - and back to your desk. And yes, it’s all there, forward bends,
back bends, twists, core strengthening, a little bit of playfulness - and time for relaxing savasana!
The instructors ‘create the perfect yoga space for lunchtime’ and the ‘perfectly choreographed
sequencing for office workers really targets those tight muscles’.
Make sure to also check out the amazing Roll & Release class - and be surprised by what two little
rubber balls and a block can do! You’ll feel pain, but the good type of pain when working with
tight muscles. Even if you’re not into yoga at all, this is a fantastic class for runners, cyclists and
everyone who sits a lot (so everyone, really). You’ll feel tightness in areas that you didn’t know
could be tense - and the amazing feeling of being relaxed for the first time in a long time. ‘This
class makes me feel amazing!’
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The friendly guys from the Yoga Vine
Students also love Kate Taylor’s classes: ‘She puts variety in it’ and ‘makes it personal to suit
your needs’. Donna ‘finds the strength of each individual and nurtures what’s strong about that
person while still working on the weaker aspects of the practice’; ‘the practice feels like it’s
unique to me’. She’s also ‘casual, fun and playful’.
The timetable also features Yin, Core Power, Beginners and Dynamic Vinyasa classes. There is a
weekly Ashtanga Primary Guided class and the studio also offers Pilates.
Very popular is the monthly Vino & Vinyasa class (last Friday of the month). There’s a one hour
flow class with music tunes, all in order to help raise money and bring awareness to Mental
Illness & Depression in Youth, followed by drinks. All proceeds go to charity - so why not finish
the week with yoga, a drink and a good deed?!

Namaste!
What’s on offer? Lunchtime Express, Dynamic Vinyasa, Core Power, Beginners, Roll &
Release, Yin, Ashtanga, also Pilates; workshops (next: Kathryn Budig, 8-10 July)
Listed in: Ashtanga, Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin; “Location, location!”, “Most unusual classes”
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Yoga Alchemy
Why go?
Practise just five minutes from the CBD; click ‘refresh’ when taking a lunchtime express class;
choose from an amazing range of workshops and events, among them breath work and shamanic
healing or aromatherapy for yoga
What’s the vibe?
This boutique studio in the heart of
Northbridge will give you that instant fuzzy,
homely feeling when you climb up the
stairs and enter the yoga room. It’s just so
nice here, the colours, textures, the
bookshelf, the tea corner. ‘I just really love
this bright studio’, one student says.
This spotless, sunny studio has been
thoughtfully decorated and high-quality
mats are available for free. The nice,
soothing combination of white and wood
gives this space its very warm and
welcoming quality.

Just the right place to stretch and relax

Make sure to try one of Amanda Noga’s Yin
Yang classes: Her soothing voice will make you feel instantly at ease. She’s somehow able to find
just the right intonation, speed and emphasis when introducing thoughts and ideas around the
practice. You’ll feel like you’ve just dropped
off that heavy weight on your shoulders.
And now: Deep sigh, everyone. Smile.
Students enjoy Alexandra Birrell’s classes;
she ‘really gets you to focus on your
practice, even though you’ve just rushed
here from work’ and she’s ‘very calming
and encouraging’.
Check out the range of classes, including a
monthly community class for trained yoga
teachers to self-practice together and share
some wisdom afterwards - what a great
idea!

Join a workshop, pen and paper ready!

There are regular Beginners, Yin and
Mediation courses and a 6.30am class if
you fancy yoga before work (or go for the
45 minutes Lunchtime Express class).

What’s on offer? Rise+Shine, Express, Vinyasa, Open Class, Yin, Yin Yang, Restore; workshops
Listed in: Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin; “Great beginners choice”, “Location, location!”
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Yoga Harmony
Why go?
If you’ve ever been curious about Knoff yoga, this is your studio; reap the rewards of a combined
yoga and pilates practice; get detailed feedback on your practice during class
What’s the vibe?
This studio is really two studios: The yoga
room is dedicated to mat classes while the
Pilates studio is used for Pilates equipment
work. Maybe it’s because she’s also a Pilates
teacher, but studio owner Tatjana Luker
really focuses on alignment and technique.
We took the ‘very thorough’ Knoff beginners
class - a challenge. ‘Amazing yogi’ Tatjana
wants you to get it right but also explains The studio’s spacious yoga room
with her radiant smile - why you need to do
as she says. Her ‘exceptional attention to detail’
means that there is time for ‘detailed explanations, from the very basics onwards’. Students
praise the ‘great individual attention’; ‘she corrects each and every student individually for
posture and alignment and knows everyone’s name; it almost feels like a 1:1 class’. She makes
people feel welcome and comfortable and ‘her tactile approach to her practice has assisted me to
better understand my practice’.
If you practice here you’ll get honest feedback on your progress; there is no sugar coating, but a
deep passion about teaching and lots of encouraging words. You’ll be challenged, but never at the
expense of alignment and posture. ‘I would struggle to find a place that gives as much
instructions’, comments one student.
Don’t miss the studio’s deeply relaxing Restorative classes: We loved how tension just melted
away and how those classes stretch and extend the body in innovative ways. Time will fly - this
class feels like 10 minutes, not 1.5 hours.
Students also praise Mariana Kayatt’s ‘calm nature - there is never any judgement’; she ‘is great
in that she understands my pathologies and still knows how to make sessions challenging for
me’ and knows how to handle ‘various levels of experience in a group setting’. Niki Wedler’s
students appreciate her ‘warm, friendly and gentle’ personality.
Check out the extensive list of upcoming workshops, among them Mindfulness for Stress
Reduction as well as a workshop on the bandhas.
What’s on offer? Knoff, Ashtanga, Yin, Core Fusion, Restorative, Mums & Bubs Pilates class
Listed in: Ashtanga, Hatha, Pre/Postnatal, Yin; “Great beginners choice”, “Most unusual
classes”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs”
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Yoga Hub
Why go?
If you love a funky, innovative and progressive vibe look no further; try one of the few really
challenging daytime classes around; check out the fun workshops and events on offer
What’s the vibe?
This really, really cool studio founds its home in a former warehouse. The vibe is funky and you’ll
always stumble upon quirky things on the events page (most recently a tribute to Prince - yes, a
class with yogis dressed in purple and Prince’s music played). Students love it: ‘There are lots of
events here - they’re really building a community!’
But wait, that’s just one aspect of this multifaceted studio. There’s also a Sound Nutrition Yoga
Nidra workshop coming up, Trauma Sensitive Yoga, and the studio runs regular Beginners
Foundation Courses and a weekly Pranayama and Meditation class. Having said that, they like
putting a bit of a different spin on things, with classes such as Va Va Vroom Vinyasa (an
energetically paced class) or the Yin and Tonic class (a Vinyasa/Yin combo).

Someone’s clearly got a green thumb here....
You can’t miss this place thanks to its huge graffiti on the street-facing wall and once you’re inside
the studio you can’t help noticing the hanging plants and the large blackboard running alongside
one wall (very handy for those tricky Sanskrit and chanting classes). It’s one of a kind, really.
We loved Sally Martino’s Align & Flow class where we got more than we bargained for: It’s a
challenging class with a teacher who is not afraid of instructing handstands in the middle of the
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room. Sooner than you’ll realise, you’re also up in forearm balance or a handstand against the
wall with an optional lotus thrown in. We also did a range of side arm balances on the floor and
felt totally relaxed after a tiring and
challenging class. However, Sally ‘will
mould the class to whatever she sees
happening’ and is able to ‘read the class
really well’, say students. It’s a teaching
style that invites students to expand and
explore their limits - pretty rare for a
9.30am class during the week (those ones
are usually fairly gentle). It’s a lot of fun
and you get to try things you don’t dare
doing on your mat at home.

Yes, this way to the yoga studio!

Students also love Sarcha Thurston, who
‘instantly puts you at ease’ with her
‘extremely warm’ personality. Sarcha is
teaching Mysore mornings as well as the
weekly Pranayama and Meditation class.

On the timetable you’ll also find Pre &
Post Natal Yoga and a dedicated Hatha
Yoga class (I Heart Hatha). Notably,
there’s also a Mysore Afternoon class.
If you have kids, check out the kids
classes: There are dedicated classes for
the age groups 5-8 and 9-12 years.
The bottom line is this: If you’re after a
fun, light, playful practice, this is your
studio. If you’re after a traditional
practice, connecting to yoga’s most
fundamental teachings beyond the
asana practice - this is your studio. You
can taylor it to what you want it to be,
just because there’s so much choice.

The studio’s popular kids yoga classes

What’s on offer? Mysore, Ashtanga, Vinyasa, Yin, Hatha, Slow Flow class, Lemon Jello Roll &
Release, Kids and Teens Yoga, Pre- and Postnatal Yoga, Pranayama and Meditation
Listed in: Ashtanga, Hatha, Kids classes, Meditation/Nidra, Pre/Postnatal, Vinyasa/Dynamic,
Yin; “For advanced yogis and teachers”, “Great beginners choice”, “Largest offering”, “Most
unusual classes”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs”
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Yoga Om
Why go?
Enter a shala lit by Himalayan salt lamps and listen to Indian yoga instructors who really know
how to pronounce those asana names; join a community, not just a yoga studio
What’s the vibe?
Enter and feel as if you’ve always practised here: This
yoga studio is most often described as “peaceful”,
“intimate”, “personal” and “authentic”. The warm
colours and lighting make you instantly relax; there’s
plenty of wood in the reception area and even the
bathroom - and Himalayan salt lamps in the yoga
room. Students just love the fact that an Indian
couple runs this studio: Owners Moksha and Pooja
“carry a lot of their culture” and “run it like you’re
part of the family”. It’s an “extremely friendly and
personal” space to practice and students feel that
they “get a lot of personal instruction and attention”.

A lovely spot to focus on the practice

We enjoyed Pooja’s Vinyasa class, loosely based on the Ashtanga yoga series but watch out,
there’ll be a few interesting and surprising postures coming your way. She’s “calming and very
spiritual” and her warm and welcoming presence makes you fee comfortable and at home within
seconds; “It never feels like an exercise
class and there’s always something for me
to take away after class”.

Workshop equipment!

Students appreciate that “they explain
everything so well”; “they are true
instructors - I learnt so much, so quickly”.
Moksha’s classes are rated as “very
intense” and valued for the fact that “you
really have the feeling you’re learning
something”. Regular classes include
Ashtanga, Mysore, a Beginners Intensive
course, Vinyasa Flow as well as Yin and Yin
Yang.

Outside the regular timetable this studio
schedules fundraising classes (next:
“Adventure Flow” on 23 July) and kirtans, as well as workshops such as Yin and Sound Healing.
Also popular are the studio’s India retreats - who wouldn’t like to explore India with two locals?
“This space really resonates with me”; practising here “feels like family”, summarise students.
What’s on offer? Ashtanga, Mysore, Beginners Intensive courses, Vinyasa Flow, Yin, Yin Yang,
Pilates, Roll & Release - workshops, kirtans, fundraising evens
Listed in: Ashtanga, Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin; “Most relaxing”, “Most authentic”, “Great beginners
choice”
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Yoga West
Why go?
Practice yoga at this highly recommended Perth institution; gain in-depth knowledge of the
Iyengar yoga style; enjoy practising with a diverse and incredibly welcoming group of yogis
What’s the vibe?
This Iyengar yoga studio is such a welcoming space. It has all you need for yoga; not more, and
not less. There’s a book shelf and all the props you’d expect, but nothing fancy or superfluous.
Everything is there for a reason. The very spacious room won’t ever feel crowded (even though
this is a very popular studio) and the wooden floors and the wooden reception counter give the
room a warm, earthy feeling.
The studio is right in the heart of Shenton Park but still feels calm and remote due to its upstairs
location and its teachers are ‘well trained and knowledgeable’.

Teachers here won’t spend much time at the front of the room
We loved Ashlea Wilken’s class: She makes you really work on postures, and particularly those
you’d like to avoid. We spent minutes (!) in chaturanga, analysing shoulder and hip positioning,
working with blocks and bolsters to promote alignment, and gained new insights into how the
posture works - yes, even after a decade of practising it. Unsurprisingly, students rave about the
‘expert use of props’.
She’ll ask you to put blocks in unlikely places which gives an entirely new twist to oh-so-familiar
postures, freeing up space and allowing room for movement and progress. We love her approach:
“Don’t adapt your body to the posture.” Her classes are safe, nourishing and enriching and you’ll
gain insight into postures you’ve been doing for years, guided by a ‘fabulous, strong, experienced
and compassionate’ teacher. Time will simply fly and you’ll sympathise with Ashlea when she
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suddenly says: “Oh such a shame
we only have 1.5 hours!” It’s a
rewarding practice because she
‘will address your problem’ and
‘everyone works to their
capabilities’.
Sue Edwards’ classes are very
accommodating, without watering
down the Iyengar yoga system.
She’s ‘watching everyone like a
hawk’ and never misses a
misalignment, someone who
needs support or seeks her
attention. She is ‘very aware of
Iyengar yoga - alignment and precision
everyone’s injuries’ and ‘works
out exactly what you need’. Once
she’s done that she’ll come up with a myriad of different adaptations and modifications, all while
keeping the class run smoothly. Overall, she’s there to help and assist you in your practice, not to
be at the front of the room and teach a class on a pedestal.
Students also rate Kathy Rice who is ‘vibrant and fun’ and ‘does not get stuck in her own ego
when teaching’. The ‘comfortable and friendly’ studio has a ‘great vibe’ and regulars appreciate
the ‘great community feel’. Give this friendly place a try; where else do they invite you to join for
coffee - just after your first class? Exactly.
What’s on offer? Iyengar (level 1-3), Iyengar: Beginners, Seniors and Restorative classes, Kids
classes (6-11 years)
Listed in: Iyengar, Kids classes; “Most relaxing”, “Most authentic”, “Great beginners choice”,
“A community”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs”
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Yogaworx
Why go?
Practice in a spotless space with huge glass doors opening onto a peaceful backyard; join a
friendly, supportive community where classes might even overrun, just because everyone is
having so much fun!
What’s the vibe?
This spick and span yoga studio is run out of two locations: Swanbourne’s Church of the
Resurrection and the spotless Cottesloe Scout and Community Centre. The latter benefits from
huge glass doors giving onto a lovely green space - how could it be more serene? High-quality
mats and props are provided and there’s even a choice of mats for those who have particular
preferences.

A lovely community - and interesting guest teachers!
Students keep stressing the ‘great community feel’ and say the ‘accessible’ vibe makes this studio
a ‘great choice for beginners’; ‘I really enjoy practising here, I feel so much better after class’,
says one student.
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However, advanced yogis are also catered for, and
particularly the ‘very spiritual’ Wendy Muir
‘challenges students and adjusts a lot’. Her classes are
‘very structured’ and being a ‘passionate’ teacher,
classes sometimes overrun (not that anyone would
complain!).
Simone Schroeter is rated as ‘accessible’ and ‘very
calming’ and students also love Mal Yates who is
‘tough, but in a good way’. Male students appreciate
that ‘you get a solid workout’ and particularly the
Saturday morning Power Flow is considered to be a
‘strong class’; ‘Guys all love his classes!’
We liked Sava Papos’ Flow class: He teaches a steadily
paced class with postures that won’t feel terribly hard
while you’re doing them - but they’ll make you ache
Watch the trees - upside down
tomorrow! Sava’s teaching is like a slow, well-rounded
kneading of all the muscles in the body. You’ll only
realise when you drop into savasana that you’ve actually worked hard. Expect a few surprising
postures that you don’t see much elsewhere and variations to choose from, depending on how far
you want to take it.
Make sure you’ll keep an eye on the workshops and retreats page - upcoming on 19 June is a daylong ‘Urban Soul Retreat’, allowing you to dedicate an entire day to yoga, healthy food and the
celebration of the winter solstice. There’ll be a detox flow class, healthy juices, a vegan lunch and
even some sound healing (expect singing bowls and a didgeridoo), combined with Yin yoga.
You’ll find the studio’s most up-to-date timetable on Facebook, so take a look before heading to
class!
What’s on offer? Power Hour, Vinyasa, Bendy Kids, Yin, Community Class (by donation),
Beginners Essentials; workshops, retreats and interesting guest teachers
Listed in: Kids classes, Vinyasa/Dynamic, Yin; “A community”, “Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs”
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‘find your perfect class’ by Personal
Preference
These are just some suggestions to get you started - keep exploring!
Most relaxing * Looking for a relaxed vibe rather than a studio with +300 classes/week,
corporate feel and high student turnover?
Try: 8 Limbs, North Perth Yoga Room, Sage Yoga, Yoga Om, Yoga West
Most authentic * Reconnect to yoga's fundamental teachings - beyond your asana practice?
Try: 8 Limbs, North Perth Yoga Room, Yoga Om, Yoga West
For advanced yogis and teachers * Regular classes leave you frustrated and you're looking
for a challenge/the chance to work on tricky postures?
Try: Beyondbeing Yoga, Sage Yoga, Yoga Hub
Great beginners choice * Intimidated by the choice around and the super bendy old hands
who practise regularly? These are your studios.
Try: 8 Limbs, North Perth Yoga Room, Sage Yoga, The Yoga Space, Yoga Alchemy, Yoga
Harmony, Yoga Hub, Yoga Om, Yoga West
Location, location! * Need to squeeze in that lunchtime/after work class close to the CBD?
Try: Beyondbeing Yoga, The Yoga Space, The Yoga Vine, Yoga Alchemy
Largest offering * Want to be spoilt for choice? If you can't find a class here, you're too picky!
Try: Tamara Yoga, Yoga Hub
Most unusual classes * You’ve seen it all? Looking for something that tickles the spirit?
Try: The Yoga Vine (Yoga & wine, Yoga & cats - you name it!), Yoga Harmony (for Knoff yoga),
Yoga Hub (a Prince tribute!)
Life-long learning * Interested in the broader philosophical aspects of yoga?
Try: Sage Yoga, The Yoga Space
A community * Searching for the coziness of an established, like-minded community?
Try: North Perth Yoga Room, Sage Yoga, Tamara Yoga, Yoga West, Yogaworx
Power class * Looking to work up a sweat?
Try: Beyondbeing Yoga, Power Living
Kids, Prenatal, Mums & Bubs * Relax, relax, and energise!
Try: 8 Limbs, Tamara Yoga, The Yoga Space, Yoga Harmony, Yoga Hub, Yoga West, Yogaworx
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Yoga Styles explained...
Ashtanga
Expect a considerably fast-paced series of postures. It’s a system based on several series of asanas
(you’ll begin with the primary series) that become more difficult with each series as you progress.
The teacher will lead you through the sequence with clear instructions for breathing while you
move from pose to pose. Be prepared to sweat. You may also come across a class labelled ‘Mysore’
- it’s a self-practice under supervision of an experienced teacher. However, you’ll need to have
memorised the sequence before getting started (tip: buy a sequence poster)! The practice is based
on the teachings of yoga master K. Pattabhi Jois who lived in Mysore, India, and the K. Pattabhi
Jois Ashtanga Yoga Institute remains the only institution that can certify teachers of this style.
Read on here: kpjayi.org.
Hatha
Hatha is not really a particular style of yoga but rather a term that refers to the physical aspects of
the yoga practice as a whole. It encompasses asanas (postures) and pranayama (breathing
exercises) and is meant to purify the body for the higher stages of yoga, such as meditation. If a
studio labels classes as ‘Hatha’ try to find out which style the teacher has been studying to get a
sense of what to expect.
Iyengar
Until today, B.K.S. Iyengar remains
one of the most influential yoga
practitioners globally and maintained
an impressive travel and teaching
schedule up until very old age; he was
based in Pune, India, and left his
body on 20 August 2014 (aged 95).
One of the hallmarks of this style is
the intense focus on the subtleties of
each posture, and you’ll hold postures
much longer than in most other
styles. You will also make use of a
range of props, among them belts,
chairs, blocks, and blankets, to modify and customise postures. The teacher training and
certification process is rigorous and lengthy - expect your teacher to possess in-depth knowledge
and a class that is as much focused on the physical as on the spiritual aspects of yoga.
Look for the black and white trade mark certification logo (pictured above) on the studio website.
Read on here: bksiyengar.com.
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Meditation/Nidra
Yoga Nidra, also called “Yogic Sleep” is a state of mind entered through the practice of meditation.
It is considered one of the deepest possible states of relaxation while still being fully conscious.
Teachers trained in the technique will guide you through a meditation that can last up to 30
minutes, before slowly “waking” you up again.
Meditation is a practice that focuses the mind, provides relaxation and eventually enables the
practitioner to enter higher states of mind. It is used in a variety of religions and medical contexts
- before attending class it’s worth finding out what type of meditation a studio offers.
Pre/Postnatal
Maybe you’ve never tried yoga and decided to start, now that you’re pregnant. Pregnancy Yoga is
meant to help you prepare for birth, keep you healthy and mobile throughout your pregnancy and
allow you to connect with your baby on a deeper level through breathing and meditation exercises
- however, always check with your doctor first if you have any concerns.
Postnatal classes mostly address key areas such as the pelvic floor, the abdominals, tension in the
neck and shoulders - and also baby massage techniques, so bring your little one along!
Vinyasa/Dynamic (heated / non-heated)
If a studio labels a class “Vinyasa” the style will still depend largely on where and how the teacher
was trained. What you’ll get for sure is a style of yoga that combines a series of flowing postures
with breathing that is matching your movements - often the teacher will tell you when to in- and
exhale. Generally you’ll find that these classes are dynamic in nature and will make you sweat.
However, to find out about the precise style and other components the teacher might include such as meditation or breathing exercises - call ahead or read the teacher’s bio to get an idea.
Some studios will offer the same type of practice in a warm room, with the temperature varying
between 26 and 34 degrees. The warmth is meant to prepare the body for practice, allowing easier
range of movement in the joints and muscles and therefore prevent injuries. Again, try out which
temperature you’re most comfortable with and remember to tell the studio about any health
concerns you may have, such as high blood pressure, injuries, operations - or if you’re pregnant.
Yin
Expect a slow-paced class with longer held postures, sometimes up to five minutes. Yin Yoga is
based on the Taoist concepts of opposite principles in nature, yin and yang. For the purpose of the
practice, connective tissues such as tendons are considered yin, while more mobile parts of the
body such as blood and muscles are yang. Equally, passive asanas are considered yin, and more
dynamic asanas yang. If you’re familiar with certain postures you’ll find that often in Yin Yoga
they’re performed passively, with the aim being an increasing circulation, flexibility and flow of
qi, the subtle energy running through the body’s pathways. Cultivating awareness will always be a
topic in a Yin class.
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Yoga Studio Profiles & Contact Details
{All links active - click below to view your favourite studio!}
8 Limbs

This studio is just around the corner from Newcastle St - find a spot to park in the street or take
the train to nearby Leederville station. There’s a café next door for post-practice refuelling.
Address: 220 Carr Place (not Carr St), Leederville
Phone: 040 412 0409 // Email: Online form // Web: 8limbs.com
Straight to the timetable: 8limbs.com/timetable/

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Beyondbeing Yoga
In the heart of trendy Subi...
Address: 32 Townshend Road, Subiaco
Phone: 08 6161 7176
Email: info@beyondbeing.com.au //
Web: beyondbeing.com.au
Straight to the timetable: beyondbeing.com.au/schedule
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North Perth Yoga Room
Keep driving up Walcott St, turn
into Blake St - you can’t miss the
turquoise building to your left...!
Address: 5 Blake St, North Perth
Phone: 0423 066 048
Email: office@northperthyogaroom.com.au // Web: northperthyogaroom.com.au
Straight to the timetable: northperthyogaroom.com.au/timetable/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!3 2
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Power Living
Head towards Hyde Park and watch out for the old church across the
road from the park, on Vincent St. Don’t forget to refuel on Beaufort St
after a sweaty class!
Address: 158a Vincent St, North Perth
Phone: 08 9228 3445
Email: Contact form // Web: powerliving.com.au
Straight to the timetable: North Perth
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sage Yoga
Not far from Curtin Uni and easy to reach via Canning Hwy.
Arguably the easiest street parking of any Perth studio!
Address: 51c at the corner of Monash & Murray Street,
Como
Phone: 0404 102 830
Email: hello@sageyoga.com.au
Web: sageyoga.com.au
Straight to the timetable: sageyoga.com.au/timetable/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tamara Yoga
For Claremont, head towards the Quarter, find easy
parking - and resist the shopping urge after class!
Address: 6 Gugeri St, Claremont / 22 Gwilliam
Drive, Bibra Lake / 35 High St, Fremantle
Phone: 08 9385 2242
Email: info@tamarayoga.com // Web: tamarayoga.com
Straight to the timetable: tamarayoga.com/about-us/ (scroll to bottom of page)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Yoga Space
Take the free CAT bus to West Perth (get off at
Colin St) or drive up Guildford Rd to reach the
Maylands studio. Living up north? Try the
Sorrento location!
Address: 6/79 Colin St, West Perth / Ground
Floor 3, 193 Guildford Rd, Maylands / 189
West Coast Dr, Sorrento
Phone: 08 6161 7962 // Email: info@yogaspace.com.au // Web: yogaspace.com.au
Straight to the timetable: yogaspace.com.au/courses-events/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Yoga Vine
In the heart of Perth’s CBD (don’t miss the golden sign on
St Georges Terrace and enter through the ‘Ashton Chambers’
doors). Yoga has never been more central!
Address: Ashton Chambers, 187 St Georges Terrace, CBD
Phone: 08 6150 8621
Email: info@theyogavine.com.au // Web: theyogavine.com.au
Straight to the timetable: theyogavine.com.au/timetable/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yoga Alchemy
This Northbridge studio is 5min walking
from the CBD - and you’ll be spoilt for
choice for post-class eating options!
Address: 242 William St, Northbridge
(enter via Francis St, studio on 1st floor)
Phone: 0422 129 943
Email: info@yogaalchemy.com.au
Web: yogaalchemy.com.au
Straight to the timetable: yogaalchemy.com.au/read-me/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Yoga Harmony
You can’t miss the huge ‘Yoga’ sign when driving up Beaufort St.
There is free parking right in front of the studio.
Address: 2/1070 Beaufort St, Bedford
Phone: 08 92723970
Email: info@yogaharmonyperth.com
Web: yogaharmonyperth.com
Straight to the timetable: yogaharmonyperth.com/yoga-timetable/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yoga Hub
You can’t miss this Mt Hawthorn studio - just watch out for the
fancy graffiti on the brick wall while driving up Coogee St.
Plenty of free street parking.
Address: 75 Coogee St, Mt Hawthorn
Phone: 08 9443 6206
Email: hello@yogahubperth.com.au
Web: yogahubperth.com.au
Straight to the timetable: yogahubperth.com.au/schedulepricing/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yoga Om

Close to the city, just drive up Walcott St and you can’t miss it! There’s limited on-site parking.
Address: 3/147 Walcott St, Mount Lawley
Phone: 08 9349 9472 or 0400 650 460
Email: info@yogaom.net // Web: yogaom.com.au
Straight to the timetable: yogaom.com.au/Schedule.aspx
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Yoga West
Located in leafy Shenton Park, this location is all rolled
into one: quiet, easy to reach, close to the city, and
reliable free parking!
Address: Upstairs, 16/159 Onslow Rd, Shenton Park
Phone: 08 9381 9916
Email: info@yogawestwa.com.au
Web: yogawestwa.com.au
Straight to the timetable: yogawestwa.com.au/timetable/
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yogaworx
The Cottesloe location is nestled between Claremont Quarter and Cottesloe’s Indiana (no excuse
for post-practice shopping and drinks!) while Swanbourne yoga classes actually take place in the
Church of the Resurrection!

Address: 65 Eric St, Cottesloe / 105 Shenton Rd, Swanbourne
Phone: 0400 515 449 / 0439 999 760
Email: wendy@yogaworx.com.au or mal@yogaworx.com.au // Web: yogaworx.com.au
Straight to the timetable: yogaworx.com.au/timetable/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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About BEST of YOGA
Our guides were born out of a lack of resources. Moving from London to Melbourne, journalist
and yoga teacher Andrea Leber found that while there existed guide books for about everything
else on this planet, from travel to eating out, there was no such thing to help yogis through the
maze of the (ever more complex!) yoga world. We searched book stores and the web, and finally
realised that if there was to be such a guide, we had to write one!
After six months and hundreds of classes, empty coconut water bottles, interviews with students
and teachers - Melbourne had its first independently researched, comprehensive yoga guide:
BEST of YOGA Melbourne
And now we’re bringing you BEST of YOGA Perth!
Disclaimer
BEST of YOGA highlights a selection of classes, independently researched and written.
BEST of YOGA is the only guide of its kind and a vital resource for yoga practitioners.
Positive editorial cannot be paid for in any way and is solely based on positive reviews by
students and on our team’s research. However, there is no such thing as “the best” yoga studio.
Yoga is not a tangible good and its quality depends to a certain extent on the student’s personal
needs and situation. These lists are therefore expressions of thorough market evaluations,
hundreds of interviews and countless classes taken. They are of great guidance but cannot replace
a practitioner’s own observations.
Copyright © 2016 by Andrea Yvonne Leber
All rights reserved. This ebook or portions thereof may not be reproduced or used in any manner
whatsoever without prior permission except for the use of brief quotations in reviews.
Photo Credits
Cover image © here; image on page 2 © Anthony de Palatis; Power Living images © Sylvia N. on
yelp.com.au. For all other pages, the © remains exclusively with the respective studios and/or
their contracted photographers. Iyengar Yoga certification logo on page 31 adopted from Yoga
Jivana’s (Melbourne) website.
Finally, I would like to thank my husband for his endless support, patience and creativity.
Thanks for reading! For more yoga inspiration check andrealeber.com and join thousands of other followers.
We love comments: Please email andrea@andrealeber.com.

Andrea Yvonne Leber
Journalist & Yoga Teacher

Perth, June 2016
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Best of Yoga Perth has also been featured in:
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